
CHAPTER ONE

Isotopes and radioactivity

1.1 Reminders about the atomic nucleus

In themodel¢rstdevelopedbyNiels BohrandErnestRutherford and extendedbyArnold
Sommerfeld, the atom is composed of two entities: a central nucleus, containing most of
themass, and an arrayoforbiting electrons.1The nucleus carries a positive charge ofþZe,
which is balanced by the electron cloud’s negative charge of�Ze.The number of protons,
Z, ismatched inan electricallyneutral atomby thenumberofelectrons.Eachoftheseparti-
cles carries anegative electric chargee.
As a rough description, the nucleus of any element is made up of two types of particle,

neutrons and protons. A neutron is slightly heavier than a proton with a mass of
mn¼ 1.674 95 � 10�27 kg compared with mp¼ 1.672 65 � 10�27 kg for the proton.While of
similar masses, then, the two particles di¡er above all in their charges. The proton has a
positive charge (þ e) while the neutron is electrically neutral.The numberofprotons (Z) is
the atomic number.The sumA¼NþZ of the numberof neutrons (N) plus the numberof
protons (Z) gives themass number.This provides a measure of the mass of the nuclide in
question if we take as our unit the approximate mass of the neutron or proton.Thomson
(1914)andAston (1919)showedthat, foragivenatomicnumberZ, thatis, foragivenposition
inMendeleyev’s periodic table, there are atomswith di¡erentmass numbersA, and there-
fore nuclei which di¡er in the numberof neutrons they contain (see Plate1). Such nuclides
areknownas the isotopesofan element.
Thus there isoneformofhydrogenwhosenucleus is composedof justa singleprotonand

another form of hydrogen (deuterium) whose nucleus comprises both a proton and a neu-
tron; these are the two stable isotopes of hydrogen. Most elements have several naturally
occurring isotopes. However, some, including sodium (Na), aluminum (Al), manganese
(Mn), andniobium(Nb),have justonenatural, stable isotope.
Theexistenceof isotopeshasgivenrisetoaspecial formofnotation for nuclides.Thesym-

boloftheelement ^ H,He,Li,etc.^ iscompletedbytheatomicnumberandthemassnumber
^ 1
1H; 21H; 63Li;

7
3Li, etc.Thisnotation leaves the right-handsideofthe symbol free forchemi-

cal notations used for molecularor crystalline compounds such as 2
1H2

16
8O2:The notation

atthe lowerleftcanbeomittedas itduplicates the letter symbolofthe chemical element.

1 For the basic concepts of modern physics the exact references of original papers by prominent figures
(Einstein, Fermi, etc.) are not cited. Readers should consult a standard textbook, for example Leighton
(1959) or Beiser (1973).
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The discovery of isotopes led immediately to that of isobars. These are atoms with the
same mass numbers but with slightly di¡erent numbers of protons.The isobars rubidium
87
37Rbandstrontium 87

38Sroralternatively rhenium
187
75Reandosmium 187

76Osdonotbelong in
the same slots in theperiodic table and soare chemicallydistinct. It is importanttoknowof
isobarsbecause, unless theyareseparated chemicallybeforehand, they ‘‘interfere’’withone
anotherwhen isotopeabundancesaremeasuredwithamass spectrometer.

1.2 The mass spectrometer

Justas therewouldbeno crystallographywithoutx-raysnorastronomywithouttelescopes,
so there would be no isotope geology without the invention of themass spectrometer.This
was themajor contributionofThomson (1914) andAston (1918).Astonwonthe1922Nobel
Prize for chemistry fordeveloping this instrument and for the discoveries it enabled him to
make.2 Subsequent improvements were made by Bainbridge and Jordan (1936), Nier
(1940), and Inghram and Chupka (1953). Major improvements have been made using
advances in electronics and computing. A decisive step was taken by Arriens and
Compston (1968) andWasserburg etal. (1969) in connectionwithMoon explorationwith
the development of automated machines. More recent commercial machines have
improvedquality, performance, andreliability tenfold!

1.2.1 The principle of the mass spectrometer

The principle is straightforward enough. Atoms of the chemical element whose isotopic
composition is to be measured are ionized in a vacuum chamber.The ions produced are
then accelerated by using a potential di¡erence of 3^20 kV. This produces a stream of
ions, and so an electric current, which is passed through a magnetic ¢eld. The magnetic
¢eld exerts a force perpendicular to the‘‘ionic current’’and sobends thebeamof ions.The
lighter ions are de£ected more than the heavier ones and so the ions can be sorted accord-
ing to their masses.The relative abundance ofeach isotope canbemeasured from the rela-
tive values of the electron currents produced by each stream of ions separated out in this
way.

Let us put this mathematically. Suppose atoms of the element in question have been
ionized.The ionaccelerationphase is:

eV ¼ 1

2
mv2

whereeV is the electrical energy, 12mv2 is thekinetic energy,e is the ion’s charge,v its speed,m
itsmass, andV thepotentialdi¡erence. Itcanbededucedthat:

v ¼ 2eV

m

� �1
2

:

2 The other inventor of the mass spectrometer, J. J. Thomson, had already been awarded the 1906 Nobel
Prize for physics for his discovery of the electron.

2 Isotopes and radioactivity
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Magnetic de£ection isgivenbyequating themagnetic forceBev to centripetal acceleration
(v2/R) multiplied bymassm, whereB is the magnetic ¢eld andR the radius of curvature of
thede£ectedpath:

Bev ¼ m
v2

R

� �
:

Itcanbededucedthat:

v ¼ BeR

m
:

Makingthetwovaluesofvequal,which istantamounttoremovingspeedfromtheequation,
gives:

m

e
¼ B2R2

2V
:

ThereforeR isproportionalto
ffiffiffiffi
m
p

, foran ionofagivencharge.Allowingforelectroncharge,
elementalmass,3 anddi¡erences inunits,we canwrite:

m ¼ B2R2

20 721V
� 1012

inwhichB is in teslas,m in atomicmassunits,R inmeters, andV involts.

Exercise

A mass spectrometer has a radius of 0.3m and an acceleration voltage of 10 000V. The

magnetic field is adjusted to the various masses to be measured. Calculate the atomic mass

corresponding to a field of 0.5 T.

Answer
Just apply the formula with suitable units:

m ¼ ð0:5Þ
2 � ð0:3Þ2

20 721 � ð104Þ � 1012 ¼ 108:58:

Exercise

If hydrogen ions (mass number¼ 1) are accelerated with a voltage of 10 kV, at what speed are

they emitted from the source?

Answer
Just apply the formula v ¼ ð2eV=mÞ12. The electron charge is 1.60219 � 10�19 coulombs and

the atomic mass unit is 1.660 5402 � 10�27 kg.

v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:9272 � 1012
p

¼ 1388 kms�1

3 Atomic mass unit: m¼ 1.660 540 2 � 10�27 kg, electron charge: e¼ 1.602 19 � 10� 19 C, therefore
e/m¼ 0.964 � 108 C kg�1 (C¼ coulomb).

3 The mass spectrometer
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which is about 5million km per hour. That is fast, admittedly, but still well below the speed of

light, which is close to 1 billion km per hour! Heavy ions travel more slowly. For example ions

of m¼ 100 would move at just a tenth of the hydrogen speed.

1.2.2 The components of a mass spectrometer

The principal components ofamass spectrometer are the source, themagnet, and the col-
lectorandmeasurementsystems, allofwhicharemaintainedunder vacuum.

The source
Thesourcehas three functions:

� Togenerate ions fromatoms.The ionsmaybepositiveor negative.
� To accelerate the ion by potential di¡erences created by plates at di¡erent potentials

(fromgroundto20KeV,and inacceleratormass spectrometers toseveralMeV).
� Toshape thebeam, through calibrated slits in thehigh-voltageplates.Thebeam fromthe

sourceslit isusually rectangular.

Themagnet
The magnet has two functions. It deviates the ions and this de£ection separates them by
mass. At the same time it treats the various components of the ionbeamora singlemass as
anoptical instrumentwould. It handlesboth colors (masses) and alsobeamgeometry.One
of itsproperties is to focus each ionbeam foreachmassonthe collector.The characteristics
of focusing vary with the shape of themagnet and the shape of the pole face, which maybe
curved invariousways (Figure1.1andPlates 2 and 3).A further recent improvement, using
computer simulation, hasbeentofocus thebeamnotonly inthexandydirectionsbut inthe
z direction too. Inmodern solid-sourcemass spectrometers, the angulardispersion of ions
is fully corrected and almost all the ions leaving the source end up in the collectors which
arearranged inafocalplane.

The collectors
The collectors collect and integrate the ion charges so generating an electric current. The
collectormaybeaFaradaybucket,whichcollectsthechargesandconvertsthemintoacurrent
that is conducted along awire to an electrical resistor. Bymeasuring the potential di¡erence
across the resistor terminals, the current can be calculated from Ohm’s law,V¼ IR. The
advantage is that it is easy to amplify a potential di¡erence electronically. It is convenient to
workwithvoltagesofabout1V.As the currents tobemeasured range from10�11to10�9A, by
Ohm’s law, the resistors commonly used range from1011 to 109 �. This conversion may be
made for small ion £uxes of electron multipliers or ion counters.4 In all cases the results are
obtained by collecting the ion charges and measuring them. Just ahead of the collector
system is a slit that isolates the ion beam. This is explained below.

4 Each ion pulse is either counted (ion counter) or multiplied by a technical trick of the trade to give a
measurable current (electron multiplier).

4 Isotopes and radioactivity
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Thevacuum
Afourth importantcomponent is thevacuum. Ions cantravel fromthe source to the collec-
tor only if they are in avacuum. Otherwise they will lose their charge by collision with air
molecules and return to the atom state.The whole system is built, then, in a tube where a
vacuum can be maintained. In general, a vacuum of 10�7 millibars is produced near the
source andanother vacuumof10�9millibars orbetter near the collector. Even so, someair
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Figure 1.1 A thermal-ionization mass spectrometer. Top: in the center is the electromagnet whose field
is perpendicular to the figure and directed downwards (through the page). By Fleming’s rules, the force
is directed upwards (towards the top of the page) since the stream of ions is coming from the left. An
array of Faraday cups may be used for multicollection, that is, for simultaneous measurement of the
current produced by each isotope. One important feature has been omitted: the whole arrangement is
held in a vacuum of 10� 7–10� 9mm Hg.5 Bottom: the mass spectrum of strontium.

5 The SI unit of pressure is the pascal (Pa) but for a time it was measured by the height expressed in
centimeters (cm) of a column of mercury in reference to Torricelli’s experiment. This unit has been used
ever since for measuring extreme vacuums. ‘‘Standard’’ atmospheric pressure of 105 Pa corresponds to
76 cm of mercury.

5 The mass spectrometer
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molecules remain inside the mass spectrometer and collide with the beams, partially
disrupting their initial rectangular section.

All of these components contribute to the quality of the data obtained. Mass spectro-
meterquality is characterizedbyanumberoffeatures.

E⁄ciency
This isgivenby the ratio

Number of ions collected

Number of atoms in source
¼ E

Number of ions ¼ intensity� duration� 6:24� 1018

Z ion charge

Number of atoms ¼ mass

atomic mass
�Avogadro’s number:

E⁄ciencyvarieswithatomicmass.
Ionization e⁄ciency of the source (I) and transmission e⁄ciency of the total ion

optics (T):

I� T ¼ E

ThevalueofT isvariable:1%for ICP-MS,25%for ionprobes.
The values of I have been greatly improved but vary with the nature of the element and

the ionizationprocess.The range is 5%00 to100%(ICP-MS)!

Powerof resolution
Thequestion is, what is the smallest di¡erence in mass that canbe separated and thenmea-
suredusingamass spectrometer?A formalde¢nition is:

Figure 1.2 (a) Incident beam in the focal plane. (b) Magnet focalization. The beam from the source has a
certain aperture. The trajectories of some ions that are not strictly perpendicular to the source are
refocused by the magnetic field. The refocusing surface for the various masses at the collector end is
curved if themagnet faces are plane, butmay be plane if a curvedmagnet face is used. The figure shows
schematically how the magnet separates three isotopes in both configurations.

6 Isotopes and radioactivity
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resolving power RP ¼ M1

�M

whereM1is themass.�M is de¢nedasM2¼M1þ�M,whereM2 is the closestmass toM1

thatdoesnotoverlapbymorethan50%inthe collector.
We canalsode¢nearesolvingpowerat1%.
Thedistance�xbetweentwobeams inthe focalplane iswritten:

�x ¼ K
�m

m
:

Dependingontheangleofthe incidentbeamtothemagnet,K¼R foranangleof incidence
of908;K¼ 2R foranangleof278.
Fromtheformulaabove:

RP ¼ C
R

�x
;

R being the radius of curvature and �x the distance between two beams of M and
Mþ�M.
This is just to show that when one wants to separate two masses more e⁄ciently, the

radius has to be increased and then the voltage adjusted accordingly. Suppose we want to
separate 87Rb and 87Sr by the di¡erence in mass of neutrons and protons alone. A‘‘mon-
ster’’ mass spectrometer would be required. However, interferences between two masses
can be avoided when separating isotopes of an element from contaminating molecules.
(Methane 12CH4 has the same mass as 16O and benzene C6H6 interferes at mass 78 with
krypton.)

Abundance sensitivity
Another importantcharacteristic is the�xdistance (inmillimeters)betweenthebeams.We
have to comeback to the slits in the collectors.The problem is easy enough to understand.
At¢rst, thebeam is rectangular. Collisionswith residual air moleculesmeans that, when it
reaches the collector slit, thebeam iswiderand trapezoid-shapedwith long tails. Collector
slits areopen so that they can receiveonemassbutno contribution from theadjacentmass.
When the abundances oftwoadjacent isotopes areverydi¡erent, the tail of themore abun-
dant isotope forms background noise for the less abundant one. Measuring the less abun-
dant isotope involves reconstructing the tail of the more abundant one mathematically.
This is possible only if the tail is not too big. Narrowing the collector slit brings about a
rapiddecline in sensitivity.
Abundance sensitivity is themeasurementof the contribution of the tail ofone isotope

to the signal of the neighboring isotope. It is given as a signal/noise ratio multiplied by
the mass ratios. Special instruments have been developed for measuring abundance
sensitivity in extreme cases, such as measuring 14C close to the massively more abundant
12C. Abundance sensitivity is related to resolving power but also to the quality of the
ionoptics.

7 The mass spectrometer
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Exercise

The isotopic composition of the element rubidium (Rb) is measured, giving a current

i¼ 10�11 A for the mass of 87Rb. How many ions per second is that? If the measurement

lasts 1 hour how much Rb has been used if the ionization yield is 1%?

Answer
The intensity of an electrical current is defined by i¼ dq/dt,where dq is the quantity of electrical

charge and dt the unit of time. Electrical current is therefore the quantity of electrical charge

flowing per unit time. The ampere, the unit of electrical current, is defined as being 1 coulomb

per second, the coulomb being the unit of electrical charge. The charge of an electron is

–1.6 � 10�19 coulombs. The positive charge is identical but with the opposite sign. An

intensity of 10�11 amps therefore corresponds to 10�11 coulombs per second / 1.6 � 10�19
coulombs¼ 62.5 � 106 ions per second.
If this intensity is maintained for 1 hour: 6.25 � 107� 3600¼ 2.2464 � 1011 ions of 87Rbþ. As

the ionization is 1%, this corresponds to 2.2464 � 1013 atoms of 87Rb placed on the emitter

filament. As 85Rb/87Rb¼ 2.5933, Rbtotal (in atoms)¼ 87Rb (in atoms) (1þ 2.5933).

So a total number of 8.0719 � 1013 atoms of Rb is placed on the filament. As the atomic

mass of Rb is 85.468 g, the total weight of Rb is 11 ng.

Exercise

Howmuch rock is needed to determine the isotopic composition of Rb bymeasuring a sample

for 20 minutes at 10�11 A if its concentration in Rb is 10 ppm (parts per million)?

Answer
If 11 ng of Rb are needed for 1 hour, for 20 minutes we need (11� 20)/60¼ 3.66 ng, that is

3.66 � 10�9/10�5¼ 0.36mg of rock or mineral.

It can be seen, then, that mass spectrometry is a very sensitive technique.

1.2.3 Various developments in mass spectrometers

Mass spectrometers have come a long way since the ¢rst instruments developed by J. J.
ThomsonandF.Aston.Togive some ideaoftheadvancesmade,whenAlNier wasmeasur-
ing lead isotopes as apostdoctoral fellowatHarvard in1939 (moreaboutthis later), heused
agalvanometer projectingabeamoflightontothewall andmeasured thepeakwitharuler!
Nowadays everything takes the formofacomputeroutput.

Ionization
The ¢rst technique was to use the element to be measured as a gaseous compound.When
bombardedbyelectrons, atomsofthegas lose electrons and sobecome ionized (Nier,1935,
1938,1939). Later came the thermal-ionization technique (TIMS) (Inghram and Chupka,
1953). In the so-called solid-sourcemass spectrometer, a saltof the element is depositedon
ametal¢lament (Ta,W,Pt).The¢lamentisheatedbytheJoule e¡ectofan increasingelectric
current. At a certain temperature, the element ionizes (generally as positive ions [Sr, Rb,
Sm,Nd,U, Pb] but also as negative ions [Os]). Ionizationbecamea fundamental character-
isticofmass spectrometry.

8 Isotopes and radioactivity
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Nowadays, asanalternative,plasmaisusedforoptimal ionization in instrumentsnamed
ICP-MS.

Ion optics
Substantial e¡ort has been put into optics combining various geometries and assemblies.
Bainbridge and Jordan (1936) used a magnetic ¢eld to turn the beam through 1808.
Mattauch andHerzog (1934) combined electric and magnetic ¢elds to separate ions and
focusbeams.Magnetshapesweremodi¢edto improvetransmission e⁄ciency.
Computerized numerical simulation has allowed tremendous advances in ion optics

design. All of the techniques used tended to maximize ionization and transmission, to
increase resolution power and abundance sensitivity, and to minimize the high voltage
requirement and the size of the magnet, which areboth big factors in cost. However, when
the ionization process created a wide dispersion in ion energies, more sophisticated ion
optics were required to refocus the ion beam in a narrow band on the collectors. So ICP-
MS, ionprobe, andAMSinstrumentshavebecomelargeandmore expensive.
Collectorsareanother important issue.Earlymass spectrometershadasingle collector.By

scanningthemagnetic¢eld, theionbeampassedinsequencethroughthecollectorandaspec-
trum of ion abundance was recorded (Figure 1.1). Nowadays most mass spectrometers use
simultaneous ion collectionwithanarrayofcollectors sidebyside, each collectorcorrespond-
ing to a distinct mass. This seems an obvious technique to use as it eliminates £uctuations
betweentherecordingsofonemass(peak)toanother.However, itistechnicallyextremelydi⁄-
culttoachieve,bothmechanically,accurately installingseveral collectors inasmallspace,and
electronically, controlling drifting of the electronic circuits with time. These problems have
now been virtually eradicated. It is worth noting that, unlike in most areas of science, all
advancessince1980havebeenmadebyindustrialengineersratherthanbyacademicscientists.
However, because of electronic ‘‘noise’’and electrical instabilities, all isotopic measurements
are statistical. On each run, thousands of spectra are recorded and statistically processed.
Onlysincemicrocomputershavebeenavailablehavesuchtechniquesbecomefeasible.

1.2.4 Preparatory chemistry and final accuracy

In mostmass spectrometry techniques (except for ion probes) chemical separation is used
before measurement to purify the element whose isotopic composition is under study.
Since the elements tobemeasured are present as traces, theyhave tobe separated from the
major elementswhichwouldotherwiseprevent any ionization as themajor elements rather
than the trace elementswould give out their electrons. For example, an excess ofK inhibits
any Rb ionization. Chemical separation also prevents isobaric interference between, say,
87Rband87Sror187Reand187Os.
Chemicalseparation canbedoneingaseousforminpuri¢cation lines,asfor raregasesor

for oxygen or hydrogen measurement, or in liquid solution for most elements. The basic
technique in the latter case is the ion-exchange column as introduced by Aldrich et al.
(1953).All theseoperationshavetobeperformedinverycleanconditions,otherwisesample
contaminationwill ruinmeasurement.Thegreater the accuracyofmass spectrometry, the
cleaner the chemistry required.The chemistry is carried out in a clean roomwith special

9 The mass spectrometer
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equipmentusingspecially preparedultra-clean reagents, thatare farcleaner thananycom-
mercialversions.

Whenjudgingmeasurementreliability, investigatorshavetostatethe leveloftheirblanks.
Theblank istheamountofthetargetelementsmeasuredinachemicalprocessdonewithout
anysample.Theblankhastobenegligibleorverysmall comparedwiththeamountofmater-
ial tobemeasured. So increases in accuracyare linkednotonlywith the improvementofthe
mass spectrometerbutalsooftheblanks.

Although this is nottheplace togive full technicaldetails about conditions for preparing
and measuring samples, as these can only be learned in the laboratory and not from text-
books, afewgeneral remarksmaybemade.

Moderntechniquesallow isotope ratios tobemeasuredwithadegreeofprecisionof10�5

or10�6 (a fewppm!) on samplesweighing just a fewnanograms (10�9 g) or even a fewpico-
grams (10�12 g). For example, if a rock contains10 ppm of strontium, its isotope composi-
tion canbemeasured on10�9 g with a degree ofprecision of 30 ppm.Therefore just10�4 g,
that is, 0.1mg would be needed to make the measurement. This method can be used for
studying precious rocks, such as samples of moon rock or meteorites, or minor or rare
minerals, that is,minerals that are di⁄cult to separate and concentrate.Whatdo such levels
ofprecision mean?Theymeanwe can readily tell apart two isotope ratios ofstrontium, say
0.702 21and0.702 23, that is, towithin0.000 03, evenwherelowconcentrationsare involved.
Toachieve suchprecision themeasurementmustbe‘‘internally calibrated.’’Whenmeasur-
ing the abundance ratio (A1/A2) of two isotopes, the electrical current ratio (I1/I2) detected
is slightlydi¡erent from (A1/A2).The di¡erence is engenderedby themeasurement itself.This
is termedmass discrimination.6Eitheroftwomethods isusedforcalibratingmeasurements.

The ¢rst is the internal standard method. If the element has three or more isotopes one
particular ratio is chosenas the reference ratioandcorrection ismade formass discrimina-
tion. So if the abundances are A1, A2, A3, we take (A1/A3)¼R.The measurement (I1/I2) is
writtenR(1þ ��m), where�m is the di¡erence in massbetweenA1andA3.The fractiona-
tion coe⁄cient� is calculatedandthenapplied tothemeasurementofthe ratio (A1/A2).

7

The second method is to measure a standard sample periodically and to express the
valuesmeasured intermsofthatstandard.

The extraordinary precision themass spectrometer can achievemustnotbe jeopardized
byaccidental contaminationwhen preparing samples.To this endultra-clean preparatory
chemistry is developedusingultra-pure chemical reagents in clean rooms (Plate3bottom).

1.2.5 Ionization techniques and the corresponding spectrometers

Four major ionization techniques are used dependingon the characteristics of the various
chemical elements (ionizationpotential).

Thermal-ionizationmass spectrometry (TIMS)
The element to be analyzed is ¢rst puri¢ed chemically (especially to separate any isobars)
anddepositedon arefractory¢lament.Heating the¢lament in avacuumby the Joule e¡ect

6 Such discrimination depends on the type of mass spectrometer used. It decreases with mass for any given
type.

7 In high-precision mass spectrometry an exponential law rather than a linear one is used to correct mass
fractionation.

10 Isotopes and radioactivity
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